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NSA ANT: What We've Learned
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Target's PoS PoS systems,
A BAD and ultra-potent next-generation DDoS technology,
News about the growing RSA security conference boycott,
More on port 32764,
A new security tool on Kickstarter,
Net Neutrality takes it in the teeth... again...
A quick survey of new and returning Sci-Fi on the tube...
And WHAT WE'VE LEARNED about the NSA's capabilities.

Security News:
2nd Tuesday of the Month:
● Rather quiet this month.
● Only FOUR updates, none critical.
● Only some versions of windows and server and office.

XP's April 14th countdown...
● 83 days left!

ANOTHER "Target" Data Breach: 70 Million on TOP of the 40 Million!
● It was MALWARE installed on Target's Point-Of-Sale Terminals
○ 40 million cards, CVV numbers and encrypted PIN codes -- PLUS -○ 70 million customer's PII (personally identifiable information).
○ http://www.scmagazine.com/target-ceo-confirms-malware-on-pos-machines-talk
s-chip-cards/article/329166/
● http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2014/01/hackers-also-pilfered-personaldata-on-70-million-target-customers/
● First Breach:
http://arstechnica.com/security/2013/12/secret-service-investigating-alleged-credit-card
-breach-at-target/
● http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/01/target-names-emails-phone-numbers-on-up-to-70
-million-customers-stolen/
● http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/11/business/target-breach-affected-70-million-custo
mers.html?_r=3
●

Neiman Marcus "brick and mortar" stores are also reporting trouble from
mid-December.
● http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/01/hackers-steal-card-data-from-neiman-marcus/

New Ultra-Strong DDoS floods generating 100 Gbps.
● DDoS & Bandwidth Amplification...
○ First: Simple SYN floods (1:1) -- packet rate and bandwidth
○ Then: TCP reflection (SYN/ACKs 4:1)
○ Then: DNS reflection (small query, large reply)
○ Now... NTP reflection
○ UDP port 123
○ "monlist" command: "get monlist" spoofing the victim's IP address.
■ Causes a list of the last 600 IP addresses which connected to the NTP server
to be sent to the machine asking.
○ 234 byte "get monlist" command returns more than 48k of reply!
○ 6 IP addresses fit per packet... so 100 packets for 600 addresses!
○ Amplification factor 206x!
○ And *both* bandwidth amplification *and* packet rate amplification.
“monlist” command is enabled by default on older NTP servers.
US CERT recommends: disable the monlist command or upgrade to the latest
version of NTP (v4.2.7p26) which disabled the entire monlist functionality.
○ Available since March 24th, 2010.
○
○

●
●

http://blog.cloudflare.com/understanding-and-mitigating-ntp-based-ddos-attacks
https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA14-013A

RSA Conference Boycotters surges to NINE
http://www.informationweek.com/security/vulnerabilities-and-threats/9-security-experts-boyco
tt-rsa-conference/d/d-id/1113360?piddl_msgid=197414#msg_197414

The NSA has so much information that it cannot understand what it has.
● LAUSANNE, Switzerland—William Edward Binney:
● A former highly placed intelligence official with the NSA, resigned and turned whistleblower
on Halloween of 2001... after 32 years with the agency, because: "could not stay once
the NSA began purposefully violating the Constitution."
● Considered to be one of the best mathematicians and code breakers in NSA history.
● Creator of some of the computer code used by the National Security Agency to snoop on
Internet traffic around the world, delivered an unusual message last September to an
audience worried that the spy agency knows too much:
● He said: "The NSA knows so much that it can't understand what it has."
○ http://www.businessinsider.com/nsa-whistleblower-william-binney-was-right-2013
-6

Obama administration to announce new NSA guidelines Friday.
● Widely expected to change the way cell phone metadata is collected & managed.
○ Hopefully... the providers will keep it and reply to specific requests.
○ From the NSA’s perspective, having all that data is an intuitively COOL capability...
but somewhat surprisingly, there's been ZERO evidence that it's been of any
practical value whatsoever.

What It's Like When The FBI Asks You To Backdoor Your Software
● http://securitywatch.pcmag.com/security/319544-what-it-s-like-when-the-fbi-asks-youto-backdoor-your-software
● Max Eddy, Jan 8th, 2014
● <quote> At a recent RSA Security Conference, Nico Sell was on stage announcing that
her company—Wickr—was making drastic changes to ensure its users' security. She said
that the company would switch from RSA encryption to elliptic curve encryption, and that
the service wouldn't have a backdoor for anyone.
●

As she left the stage, before she'd even had a chance to take her microphone off, a man
approached her and introduced himself as an agent with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. He then proceeded to "casually" ask if she'd be willing to install a backdoor
into Wickr that would allow the FBI to retrieve information.

●

"A Common Practice"
This encounter, and the agent's casual demeanor, is apparently business as usual as
intelligence and law enforcement agencies seek to gain greater access into protected
communication systems. Since her encounter with the agent at RSA, Sell says it's a story
she's heard again and again. "It sounds like that's how they do it now," she told
SecurityWatch. "Always casual, testing, because most people would say yes."

●

[SNIP] <quote>
It was clear that the FBI agent didn't know who he was dealing with, because Sell did not
back down. Instead, she lectured him on topics ranging from the First and Fourth
Amendments to the Constitution, to George Washington's creation of a Post Office in the
US. [Nico said:] "My ancestor was a drummer boy under [George] Washington.
Washington thought it was very important to have freedom of information and private
correspondence without government surveillance."

GSM
●
●
●
●
●

digital cell phone encryption was crippled from the beginning.
Its designers wanted 128 bit keys.
The British government wanted to be able to crack it for surveillance.
West Germany wanted strong keys to keep East Germany from snooping
After much back and forth, the key length was first cut in half, to 64 bits.
... then under British pressure, the last ten bits were all set to '0', rendering an effective
key length of 54 bits.
● http://www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/uriks/Sources-We-were-pressured-to-weaken-themobile-security-in-the-80s-7413285.html#.Us_y_Edbx28.twitter

Port 32764 Router Backdoor Follow-Up:
● This is SO BAD that I created a bit.ly shortcut to scan a port:
○ http://bit.ly/port32764
● 13 (partially) reverse engineered backdoor commands
○ 1: (Dump Config) HTTP admin username & password *and* WiFi (PSK) pre-shared
key password!
○ 2: Get Config Var
○ 3: Set Config Var
○ 4: Commit NVRAM
○ 5: Set Bridge Mode ON.
○ 6: Show measured Internet speed.
○ 7: "Cmd" -- yep, a full command shell.
○ 8: Write File
○ 9: Return version
○ 10: Return modem router IP.
○ 11: Restore Default NVRAM... turns WAN admin back on!
○ 12 : Read some blocks (unsure)
○ 13: Dump NVRAM on disk and commit.
○

Cisco to issue firmware update by end of the month: "An attacker could exploit this
vulnerability by accessing the affected device from the LAN-side interface and
issuing arbitrary commands in the underlying operating system," Cisco said in an
advisory published Friday. "An exploit could allow the attacker to access user
credentials for the administrator account of the device, and read the device
configuration. The exploit can also allow the attacker to issue arbitrary commands
on the device with escalated privileges."

Net Neutrality takes it in the teeth.
● D.C. Court of Appeals:
● The court says ISPs have the inherent right to carry the traffic they choose, and that
consumers can vote with their wallets to choose the ISP that provides the services they
want.
● http://bgr.com/2014/01/14/net-neutrality-court-ruling/
● But... hopefully it was only that the FCC asked wrong!
● http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20140114/08521425868/as-expected-court-strikes-d
own-fccs-net-neutrality-rules-now-what.shtml

“Techie Bonus” for our Show Note Readers: Cloudflare's Nick Sullivan explains:
● How the NSA (may have) put a backdoor in RSA’s cryptography: A technical primer
● http://blog.cloudflare.com/how-the-nsa-may-have-put-a-backdoor-in-rsas-cryptography
-a-technical-primer
● And Nick's "A (Relatively Easy To Understand) Primer on Elliptic Curve Cryptography"
● http://blog.cloudflare.com/a-relatively-easy-to-understand-primer-on-elliptic-curve-crypt
ography

Kickstarter:
● Universal Bootable Windows Password Reset Key:
● http://kck.st/1lFRZrX
● Google “password reset key” (currently 2nd link in results.)

Boob Tube Update:
● Intelligence (CBS): Why does an augmented top field combat operative require a sexy
hot ex-Secret Service agent "to keep him alive"?? That's just dumb. It should have been
a hot & sexy computer tech to reboot him if needed!
● Almost Human (Fox) - Never takes itself too seriously.
● Helix (SyFy) - Took itself WAY too seriously. So chock full of poor direction and ridiculous
motivations that it was impossible to suspend disbelief.
● Stargate SG1 - Truly a classic: A terrific premise for Sci-Fi
● True Detective (HBO) - Reminiscent of "The Killing"
● Justified (Showtime) - "Kicking ass" with the best of them.

Miscellany:
● TSA PRE ... is a WIN!!!!
● A pre-9/11 time machine.
● My experience

SQRL R&D Update:
● Data storage format stabilized.
● Been benchmarking SCrypt -- Colin Percival / Tarsnap

SpinRite:
Date: Saturday, 21 Dec 2013 19:14:21 -0000
From: "Ron Kurr" in Auburn, NH
Subject: Spinrite + VirtualBox + USB drive = data loss prevention goodness
Steve, I've stumbled upon something that I think others might be interested in but I wanted you
to clarify something first. A little context seems appropriate. I'm a Linux weenie and noticed
that most of the directions for getting Spinrite to operate within VirtualBox were all Windows
based. Having an hour to spare I decided to try and get Spinrite to run under VirtualBox on my
Linux i7. In a nutshell, Linux makes it much easier to do than Windows does and I was able to
run several Spinrite virtual machines concurrently as I did real work. As an experiment, I tried
using the Spinrite/VirtualBox combination with some of the USB hard drives I carry with me to
and from work. Normally, Spinrite doesn't see the drives so I could never exercise the disks like
you recommend but the Sprinrite/VirtualBox combination saw it like any other hard drive.
Here is my question: is Spinrite able to use the same deep scanning techniques with a virtualized
USB drive like it does with a standard SATA drive? I know in the past you have recommended
that people extract their USB drives from the enclosures and attach them directly to their

motherboard's drive controller so Spinrite can perform its deepest scans. Does VirtualBox's
drive controller emulation actually allow Spinrite to treat the USB drive as if it were a native SATA
drive or is the emulation just 'tricking' Spinrite into thinking that it is doing a deep level scan
when, in fact, it is not. I'm very curious to hear your thoughts.
Thanks, Ron Kurr

NSA ANT: What We've Learned
Definitions:
● Interdiction - physical access
● An “Implant” - something “implanted” into another device
● Persistence - survives reboots, OS upgrades, etc.
● “PBD” - Persistent Backdoor
● “DNT Payload” - Digital Network Technologies

Both major “Big Iron” Internet router companies Cisco and Juniper Networks appear to be
completely compromised… though perhaps not remotely.
● How do Cisco & Juniper react to this?
● How do their major customers?

“BananaGlee”

“JetPlow”:

If the NSA can do this remotely, so can ANY other agency, government or hacker.
“SouffleTrough”:

Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.
A Chinese multinational networking and telecommunications equipment and services company
headquartered in Shenzhen, Guangdong.
“HeadWater” appears to install 100% remotely:

“SchoolMontana” - for Juniper J-series routers
“SierraMontana” - for Juniper M-series routers
“StuccoMontana” - for Juniper T-series routers

“LoudAuto”:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CTX4000 or PhotoAnglo are continuous wave (CW) (unmodulated) 1-4 Ghz radar transmitters.
They passively illuminate a target, receive the re-radiated signal, mix it down (heterodyne) to
eliminate the high-frequency radar, recover the signal, and export it to analysis.
“NightWatch” is a shielded computer which can recover, decode and display a video signal
obtained from the CTX4000, PhotoAnglo, or other radar systems.

“IrateMonk”:

“SurlySpawn”:

“GopherSet”:

“MonkeyCalendar”:

“Genesis”:

“RageMaster”:

“CottonMouth”:

